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This bibliography consists of a selective list of books and articles relating to Steven Holl. Those books held within the AA Library are indicated with a shelfmark.

Books (Alphabetically by title)

**AA SHELFMARK: 711.433(73) HOL**

**AA SHELFMARK: 72.036(73):92HOL HOL**

Archipelago: essays on architecture / Peter B Mackeith (includes essay by Steven Holl) Helsinki: Rakennustieto, 2006 ISBN 9789516828063
**AA SHELFMARK: 72.01.036 MAC**

**AA SHELFMARK: 72.036(73):92HOL HOL**

**AA SHELFMARK: 726.5.036(797S):92HOL HOL**

City fragments: seven strategies for making an urban fragment in the Hudson Valley / Steven Holl and Yehuda Safran Studio / editors Sabine von Fischer and Carla Leitao New York: Columbia University, GSAPP, 2003 ISBN 1883584248
**AA SHELFMARK: 711.433.036(747) FIS**

Details in contemporary architecture / Christine Killory and Rene Davids New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2007 ISBN 9781568985763 (includes work by Steven Holl Architects)
**AA SHELFMARK: 72.036.5(73) KIL**

**AA SHELFMARK: 711.4.036 HOL**
**AA SHELFMARK:** 72.036(73):92HOL HOL

Eyes of the skin: architecture and the senses / Juhani Pallasmaa; preface Steven Holl Chichester: John Wiley, 2005 ISBN 0470015780
**AA SHELFMARK:** 72.01.036 PAL

Hariri and Hariri: work in progress / compiled by Oscar Riera Ojeda, essays by Kenneth Frampton and Steven Holl New York: Monacelli Press, 1995
**AA SHELFMARK:** 72.036(73):92HAR OJE

**AA SHELFMARK:** 727.3(73) MIT

Michael Bell: space replaces us: essays and projects on the city / with postscripts by Sanford Kwinter and Steven Holl New York: Monacelli Press, 2004 ISBN 1580931316
**AA SHELFMARK:** 72.036(73):8-4 BEL

**AA SHELFMARK:** 72.036(73):92HOL HOL

**AA SHELFMARK:** 72.01 ARC

Steven Holl / edited and photographed by Yukio Futagawa [GA Document Extra, 06) ISBN 4871402266
**AA SHELFMARK:** 72.036(73):92HOL GLO

**AA SHELFMARK:** 72.036(73):92HOL GAR

Steven Holl: idea and phenomena / Steven Holl Baden: Lars Muller, 2002 ISBN 3907078888
**AA SHELFMARK:** 72.036(73):92HOL HOL (MLC)

**AA SHELFMARK:** 728.45(744):92HOL GAN
Steven Holl: written in water / Steven Holl        Baden: Lars Muller, 2002
ISBN 390707887X
AA SHELFMARK: 72.036(73):92HOL HOL

Steven Holl 1986-2003: in search of a poetry of specifics: thought, matter and
experience / El Croquis Omnibus volume 78+93+108)        Madrid: El Croquis
Editorial, 2003    ISBN 8488386265
AA SHELFMARK: 72.036(73):92HOL CRO (MLC)

AA SHELFMARK: 72.036(73):92HOL CRO (MLC)

Steven Holl 1996-1999: in search of a poetry of specifics / El Croquis 93
Madrid: El Croquis Editorial, 1999
AA SHELFMARK: 72.036(73):92HOL HOL (MLC)

Steven Holl 1998-2002: thought, matter and experience / El Croquis 108
Madrid: El Croquis Editorial, 2002
AA SHELFMARK: 72.036(73):92HOL CRO (MLC)

Steven Holl, architect / Kenneth Frampton        Milan: Electa, 2003
ISBN 1904313027
AA SHELFMARK: 72.036(73):92HOL FRA

AA SHELFMARK: 72.036(73):92HOL GLO (MLC)

Stone & Feather: Steven Holl Architects / The Nelson-Atkins Museum Expansion /
essay by Jeff Kipnis with contributions by Steven Holl and Chris McVoy
AA SHELFMARK: 727.7(73K) KIP

Storefront for art and architecture / Victor Acconci, Steven Holl        Osfeldern Ruit:
Hatje Cantz, 2000   ISBN 3775710019
AA SHELFMARK: 727.7.036(747N) ACC

Stretto House: Steven Holl Architects / Steven Holl        New York: Monacelli Press,
1996   ISBN 1885254296
AA SHELFMARK: 728.3.036(764D):92HOL HOL

ISBN 9783822852606
AA SHELFMARK: 72.036.5(73) JOD
Journal Articles (Chronologically by year and month)

2008
‘Steven Holl provides a new home for the NYU Department of Philosophy with porosity in mind’ / article by David Sool
in Architectural Record, 196 (6) June 2008 / p.171-173

‘Linking big’ / article by Andrew Yang  (New York architect Steven Holl’s visionary idea of creating a public space hovering high above the Beijing cityscape is just one of his projects bringing a new brand of urbanism to China’s burgeoning built environment)
in Wallpaper, 110 May 2008 / p.230-234

‘Steven Holl Architects: interview’ / article by Li Hu, Hideki Hirahara, Matthias Schuler, and Chen Yi
in A+U: Architecture and Urbanism (449) February 2008 / p.36-53 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Steven Holl Architects: NYU Department of Philosophy, New York, 2004/07’ in Lotus International, 133 2008 / p.62-65 (text in Italian+English)

2007/2008
‘Steven Holl: Department of Philosophy of New York University’ / article by Yehuda Safran
in Abitare (478) December 2007/January 2008 / p.118-121 (text in Italian+English)

2007
‘Steven Holl: interior renovation of New York University, Department of Philosophy, New York’
in GA Document no.100 December 2007 / p.78-85 (text in Japanese+English)
‘Percements multiples: entretien avec Steven Holl [interview]’ / article by Steven Holl and Christian Simenc (interview with Steven Holl about perforated materials used in architecture) in *Architecture d’Aujourd’hui* (373) November/December 2007 / p.55-56 (text in French+English)


‘Shine on you crazy diamond: Steven Holl gives the Nelson-Atkins a stunning extension’ / article by Julie Lasky in *I D*, 54 (6) September/October 2007 / p.96-97

‘Chapel of St Ignatius at 10 [Seattle University]; Architect: Steven Holl’ / article by Tom Kundig in *Arcade*, 25 (4) Summer 2007 / p.6


‘Stone and feather: the Bloch Building at the Nelson Atkins [Kansas City, Missouri]’ / article by Patrick McCaughey in *Apollo*, 166 (545) July/August 2007 / p.24-27


‘Interview with Steven Holl’ in *Shi dai jian zhu = Time + Architecture* (96) July 2007 / p.148-149 (text in Chinese, with English title, captions, abstract and synopsis)

‘Steven Holl Architects’ / article by Cathy Lang Ho in *Blueprint* (255) June 2007 / p.44-49
‘Steven Holl Architects: School of Art & Art History, University of Iowa, Iowa, USA, 1999-2006’
in **A+U: Architecture and Urbanism (441)** June 2007 / p.108-117 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Steven Holl; cite du surf et de l’ocean, Biarritz, France’ (competition entry for a design (2005) of a museum dedicated to surfing and beach activities and also to the memory of Biarritz as a glamorous resort)
in **GA Document (97)** June 2007 / p.58-65 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Grand transparent [Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art]’ / article by Steven Holl and Michael Cadwell
in **Domus (904)** June 2007 / p.12-25 (text in Italian+English)

‘Swiss protocol: ambassador’s residence, Washington DC, USA’ / article by Brian Carter

‘Steven Holl Architects: Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art extension, Kansas City, Missouri, USA 1999-2007’
in **A+U: Architecture and Urbanism (44))** May 2007 / p.14-29 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Steven Holl: Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City, Missouri, USA’
in **GA Document (96)** May 2007 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Loisium, Langenlois’
in **C3 Korea (273)** May 2007 / p.62-81 (text in Korean+English)

‘Percements multiples: entretien avec Steven Holl [interview]’ / article by Steven Holl and Christian Simenc
in **Le Moniteur Architecture – AMC (169)** April 2007 / p.44-46 (text in French)

‘Avventure nel regno tattile = Adventures in the haptic realm [interview]’ / article by Steven Holl and Stefano Casciani
in **Domus (902)** April 2007 / p.32-39 (in Italian+English)

in **Metropolis, 26 (7)** March 2007 / p.98-103, 147-148
‘Steven Holl: Vanke Center, Shenzhen, China’
in  GA Document (95)  February 2007 / p.88-93  (text in Japanese+English)

‘Il teorema di Holl = Holl’s theorem’ / article by Laura Bossi
in  Domus (900)  February 2007 / p.12-17  (text in Italian+English)

‘Steven Holl: Vanke Center, Shenzhen, China’ / article by Rob Gregory
in  Architectural Review, 221 (1319)  January 2007 / p.76

‘Steven Holl nicely balances expressionism and functionalism in the University of Iowa’s School of Art and Art History’ / article by Blair Kamin
in  Architectural Record, 195 (1)  January 2007 / p.92-99

2006
‘Cutting corners: Steven Holl’s latest building is a gem: Swiss Ambassador’s Residence, Washington, D.C.’ / article by Joseph Giovannini
in  I D, 53 (8)  December 2006 / p.120-121

‘The Swiss point of view [ Swiss Ambassador’s residence, Washington, D.C.]’ / article by David Sokol
in  Azure, 22 (172)  November/December 2006 / p.28-29

‘Steven Holl: Swiss residence, Washington, DC, USA’
in  GA Houses (96)  November 2006 / p.8-27  (text in Japanese+English)

‘The art of engagement: School of Art and Art History, Iowa City, USA’ / article by Annette Lecuyer
in  Architectural Review, 220 (1317)  November 2006 / p.44-51

‘Steven Holl: Art and Art History Building, Iowa City, Iowa’ / article by Michele Reboli
in  Casabella, 70 (749)  November 2006 / p.58-71  (text in Italian)

‘School of Art & Art History, University of Iowa; Addition Architects: Steven Holl Architects’
in  Space (467)  October 2006 / p.136-145  (text in Korean+English)
‘The Swiss Residence [Washington, D.C.]; Architects: Steven Holl Architects and Russli Architekten’
in  Space  (467) October 2006/ p.126-135  (text in Korean+English)

‘Steven Holl Architects: Herning Center of the Arts, Herning, Denmark’
in  A+U: Architecture and Urbanism  (432) September 2006 / p.94-99  (text in Japanese+English)

‘Hotel vinicolo = Hotel winery’ / article by Dietmar Steiner
in  Domus  (893)  June 2006 / p.34-41  (text in Italian+English)

‘Steven Holl: Herning Center of the Arts, Herning, Denmark’
in  GA Document  (91)  June 2006 / p.96-99  (text in Japanese+English)

‘Hotel im Weinberg: Steven Holl, Hotel Loisium, Langenlois, 2003-2005’ / article by Hubertus Adam
in  Archithese, 36 (2) March/April 2006 / p.30-33  (text in German)

‘Steven Holl: the Turbulence House, Abiquiu, New Mexico, USA, 2001-2004’
in  A+U: Architecture and Urbanism  (426) March 2006 / p.44-53  (text in Japanese+English)

‘Where old and new collide: by joining two historic buildings Steven Holl’s modern addition to Pratt’s architecture school makes a more vibrant campus’ / article by Fred A Bernstein
in  Metropolis, 25 (6) February 2006 / p.88-91, 114, 117

2005
‘Steven Holl: Loisium Hotel Spa Resort and Wine Center, Langenlois, Austria’
in  GA Document  (89) December 2005 / p.42-61  (text in Japanese+English)

‘Steven Holl: Higgins Hall Center Section, Pratt Institute School of Architecture, Brooklyn, New York, USA’
in  GA Document  (89) December 2005 / p.32-41  (text in Japanese+English)
'Steven Holl: Planar House, Phoenix, Arizona, USA'
in **GA Houses (90) November 2005 / p.8-31** (text in Japanese+English)

'The “chiasm” and the experience of space: Steven Holl’s Museum of Contemporary Art, Helsinki’ / article by Scott Drake
in **Journal of Architectural Education, 59 (2) November 2005 / p.53-59**

'Water shed [Whitney Water Purification Facility and Park]’ / article by Mark Alden Branch
in **Architecture, 94 (10) October 2005 / p.32-41**

'Steven Holl creates a prototype with Connecticut water purification facility reestablishes public works as works of art’ / article by Sara Hart
in **Architectural Record, 193 (10) October 2005 / p.138-143**

'Holl on hybrids [interview]’ / Steven Holl and Everardo Jefferson
in **Architectural Design, 75 (5) September/October 2005 / p.78-83**

'Steven Holl Architects: writing with light house, Long Island’ / article by Michele Reboli
in **Casabella, 69 (736) September 2005 / p.22-29** (text in Italian)

'Steven Holl: South Central Connecticut Water Treatment Plant, Connecticut’
in **GA Document no.85 May 2005 / p.74-79** (text in Japanese+English)

'Steven Holl: art department building, Iowa City, USA’ / article by Catherine Slessor

'Trojan House: in his latest house project, in the pre-Civil War town of Essex, New York, Steven Holl explores the meaning of place – on the ground and in imagination’ / article by Lyle Rexer
in **Metropolis, 24 (7) March 2005 / p.90-95, 133, 135**

'Steven Holl: Writing with Light House, Eastern Long Island, New York, USA’
in **GA Houses (85) January 2005 / p.30-49** (text in Japanese+English)
‘Steven Holl: Nail Collector’s House, New York, USA’
in  [GA Houses (85)] January 2005 / p.8-29  (text in Japanese=English)

‘Steven Holl Architects: Nelson Atkins Museum garage and sculpture garden, Kansas City, Missouri, 1999-2005’
in  [Lotus International (125)] 2005 / p.60-63  (text in Italian+English)

2004
‘Steven Holl: Lombardia Regional Government Center, Milan, Italy’
in  [GA Document (82)] October 2004 / p.134-141  (text in Japanese+English)

‘Steven Holl: New National Library of Luxembourg, Luxembourg’
in  [GA Document (82)] October 2004 / p.126-133  (text in Japanese+English)

‘Steven Holl: Musee des civilizations de l’Europe et de la Mediterranee, Marseille, France’
in  [GA Document (82)] October 2004 / p.118-125  (text in Japanese+English)

‘Steven Holl: Natural History of Museum of Los Angeles, California, USA’
in  [GA Document (82)] October 2004 / p.110-117  (text in Japanese+English)

‘Steven Holl: Projects for WTC site, New York, USA’
in  [GA Document (82)] October 2004 / p.100-109  (text in Japanese+English)

‘Steven Holl: New town: green urban laboratory, Liusha Peninsula, Nanning, China’
in  [GA Document (82)] October 2004 / p.92-99  (text in Japanese+English)

‘Steven Holl: New residence at Swiss Embassy, Washington, D.C., USA’
in  [GA Document (82)] October 2004 / p.86-91  (text in Japanese+English)
Steven Holl: Beijing Looped Hybrid, Beijing, China’
in GA Document (79) May 2004 / p.90-95 (text in Japanese+English)

Steven Holl: Planar House, Phoenix, Arizona, USA’
in GA Houses (80) March 2004 / p.11-13 (text in Japanese+English)

Steven Holl: new residence at Swiss Embassy, Washington, D.C, USA’
in GA Houses (80) March 2004 / p.8-10 (text in Japanese+English)

Steven Holl: la casa del vino = The house of wine’ / article by Dietmar Steiner and Pierluigi Nicolin
in Domus (867) February 2004 / p.24-41 (text in Italian+English)

Kinetic monolith: student residences, Boston, USA’ / article by Raymund Ryan (on Simmons Hall, MIT, by Steven Holl)
in Architectural Review, 215 (1283) January 2004 / p.36-41

Steven Holl: Nelson Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City, Missouri, USA’
in A+U: Architecture and Urbanism (400) January 2004 / p.66-71 (text in Japanese+English)

2003

Steven Holl: Simmons Hlal, Cambridge, Mass.’
in GA Document no.74 June 2003 / p.50-65 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Art and architecture in analogue: Steven Holl in conversation with Jayne Merkel’

‘Museo d’Arte a Bellevue, Washington, USA = Bellevue Art Museum, Washington; Architect: Steven Holl’ / article by Elisabetta G Mapelli
in L’Industria delle Costruzioni, 37 (371) May/June 2003 / P.42-51 (text in Italian+English)

‘Steven Holl: Loisium Visitor’s Center, Langenlois, Austria’
in GA Document no.73 April 2003 / p.8-11 (text in Japanese+English)
‘Architettura nuova per l’universita = Redefining the university [Simmons Hall, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Architect: Steven Holl]’
in **Domus** (858) April 2003 / p.40-61 (text in Italian+English)

‘Steven Holl architetto = Steven Holl Architect’ / article by Fulvio Irace
in **Abitare** (426) March 2003 / p.144-147 (text in Italian+English)

‘Steven Holl: intuizioni del primate = Perceptive intuition (interview)
in **Ottagono** , 38 (157) February 2003 / p.140-153 (text in Italian+English)

‘Anchoring: Bellevue Art Museum, Seattle; Architect: Steven Holl’ / article by Heinrich Wefing
in **D B Deutsche Bauzeitung**, 137 (2) 2003 / p.34-41 (text in German, English summary)

2002

‘Steven Holl: mostra alla Basilica Palladiana [exhibition review]’ (Holl constructs a facsimile of his Turbulence House)
in **Casabella**, 66 (705) November 2002 / p.86-91 (text in Italian)

‘Steven Holl: l’esperienza dello spazio = The experience of space’ / article by Luisa Ferro and Steven Holl
in **Architettura**, 48 (564) October 2002 / p.698-701 (text in Italian+English)

‘Steven Holl: new town – green urban laboratory, Nanning, China’ / article by Steven Holl
in **GA Document no.70** July 2002 / p.46-51 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Steven Holl: complesso residenziale Toolenburg-Zuid, Schipol-Amsterdam [Steven Holl wins the Schipol-Amsterdam competition]’ / article by Jean-Marie Martin
in **Casabella**, 66 (698) March 2002 / p.18-25 (text in Italian+English)

‘Storefront for Art & Architecture’ / article by Sarah Herda
in **Quaderns d’Arquitectura i Urbanisme** (232) 2002 / p.158-167 (text in Catalan+English)
‘Steven Holl: Tuttle guest house, New Mexico’
in  GA Houses (70)  2002 / p.50-51  (text in Japanese+English)

‘Steven Holl, 1998-2002’ / article by Steven Holl and Juhani Uolevi Pallasmaa
in  El Croquis no.108  2002 / whole issue  (text in Spanish+English)

‘Conversation with Steven Holl [interview]’ / article by Steven Holl and Thomas Fisher
in  ARQ: Architectural Research Quarterly, 6 (2)  2002 / p.121-129

‘Steven Holl: oceanic retreat, Kaua‘i, Hawaii, USA’
in  GA Houses (70)  2002 / p.46-49  (text in Japanese+English)

2001

‘Un centro per la citta-confine = A centre for the edge city [Bellevue Art Museum; Architects: Steven Holl Architects]’ / article by Raymund Ryan
in  Domus (842)  November 2001 / p.64-77  (text in Italian+English)

‘Light is again Steven Holl’s chosen medium, wielded to change the way we perceive architecture in a pavilion for Het Oosten’ / article by James S Russell
in  Architectural Record, 188  (10)  October 2000 / p.126-135

‘Competition for Cornell University’s College of Architecture; Winner: Steven Holl and Associates’
in  A+U: Architecture and Urbanism (372)  September 2001 / p.28-37  (text in Japanese+English)

‘A vote for verticality: Cornell University’s College of Architecture, Art and Planning; Competition Winner: Steven Holl’ / article by Michael Berk
in  Competitions, 11 (2)  Summer 2001 / p.4-13

‘Bellevue Art Museum, Washington; Architects: Steven Holl Architects’ / article by Sheri Olson
in  Architectural Record, 189  (8)  August 2001 / p.80-91

‘Steven Holl: Museum of Human Evolution, Burgos, Spain’
in  GA Document no.66  July 2001 / p.38-43  (text in Japanese+English)
‘Steven Holl: Bellevue Art Museum, Bellevue, Washington, USA’
in GA Document no.66 July 2001 / p.24-37 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Steven Holl: Musee des confluences, Lyon, France’
in GA Document no.65 May 2001 / p.20-27 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Light show [Steven Holl]’ / article by Zoe Ryan (on the importance of light in the work of architect Steven Holl)
in Blueprint (180) February 2001 / p.20

‘Mehrschichtig: Pavillon in Amsterdam’ / article by Robert Uhde
in D B Deutsche Bauzeitung, 135 (1) January 2001 / p.42-47 (text in German, English summaries)

‘Steven Holl: Compressed Planar Library, Dallas, Texas, USA’ (library addition to the Stretto House; Architect: Steven Holl)
in GA Houses no.66 2001 / p.64-69 (text in Japanese+English)

2000
‘Steven Holl: Y House, New York, USA 1997-1999’
in A+U: Architecture and Urbanism (10) October 2000 / p.68-77 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Steven Holl: Cranbrook Institute of Science, Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, USA’ / article by Kenneth Frampton
in Domus (826) May 2000 / p.16-27 (text in Italian+English)

‘Steven Holl: undergraduate residence 2001, MIT Cambridge, Massachusetts’
in GA Document no.61 April 2000 / p.32-35 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Steven Holl: University of Iowa School of Art and Art History [new building, Iowa, USA]’
in GA Document no.61 April 2000 / p.30-31 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Steven Holl: casa “y”, un rifugio – House “y”, a refuge, Casskill 1999’ / article by Steven Holl
in Casabella, 64 (677) April 2000 / p.62-66 (text in Italian)
‘Steven Holl Architects: Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art expansion, Kansas City’
in  Architecture, 89 (4) April 2000 / p.112-117

‘Steven Holl Architects: MIT Residence 2001 [Cambridge, Mass.]’
in  Architecture, 89 (4) April 2000 / p.96-101

‘Steven Holl: opera recenti = Steven Holl: recent works’ / article by Antonella Mari  (features 11 projects, 1990-1999)
in  Industria delle Costruzioni (342) April 2000 / p.6-77  (text in Italian+English)

‘Helsinki hinge: media building, Toolo Bay, Helsinki, Finland’ / article by Peter Davey
in  Architectural Review, 207 (1236) February 2000 / p.36-41

‘In the Catskill Mountains, Steven Holl reconfigures living patterns: Architecture House’ / article by Karen Stein
in  Architecture, 89 (2) February 2000 / p.136-141

‘“Y” House’ (house in the Catskill Mountains by Steven Holl)

‘Steven Holl: Sarphatistraat offices, Amsterdam, the Netherlands’
in  GA Document no.63  2000 / p.38-47    (text in Japanese+English)

‘Steven Holl “Y” House, Catskill Mountains, New York, USA’
in  GA Houses no.64  2000 / p.24-41    (text in Japanese+English)

‘Hinged space (from autonomous to interactive)’ / article by Steven Holl
in  Architectural Design, 70 (4) 2000 / p.50-51

1999/ 2000
‘Steven Holl: Bellevue Art Museum, Bellevue, Washington’
in  Casabella, 63 (673/674) December 1999 / January 2000 / p.120-125  (text in Italian)

1999
‘Steven Holl: Cranbrook Institute of Science, Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, USA’
in  GA Document no.60  November 1999 / p.44-57  (text in Japanese+English)
'Sculpture garden: Steven Holl arrays his addition to the Nelson-Atkins Museum in Kansas City, Missouri, like crystalline sculpture around the classical original’ / article by Ned Cramer in  Architecture, 88 (10) October 1999 / p.46-47

‘Steven Holl: Chapelle Saint-Ignace, Universite de Seattle, USA’ in  Architecture d’Aujourd’hui (322) May 1999 / p.82-89 (text in French+English)

‘Steven Holl: Penn Yard, Parallax Towers’ / article by Steven Holl in  Abitare (384) May 1999 / p.152-155 (text in Italian+English)

‘Steven Holl: Bellevue Art Museum, Bellevue, Washington, USA’ in  GA Document no.58 April 1999 / p.28-31 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Cranbrook Institute of Science’ (addition to 1930s Sarinen building in Michigan by Steven Holl) in  Kenchiku Bunka, 54 (628) February 1999 / p.74-92 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Steven Holl: une fourche sur la butte, Etat de New York, USA’ in  Architecture d’Aujourd’hui no.320 January 1999 / p.38-41 (text in French+English)

‘Steven Holl 1996-1999 ’ / article by Steven Holl, Alberto Perez-Gomez, Jeffrey Kipnis in  El Croquis, no. 93 1999 / whole issue (in Spanish+English)


1998

‘Steven Holl: Museo di Arte Contemporanea Kiasma, Helsinki’ / article by Dietmar Steiner in  Domus no.810 December 1998 / p.12-25 (text in Italian+English)

‘Steven Holl: Kiasma, Museum of Contemporary Art, Helsinki, Finland’ in  GA Document no.56 October 1998 / p.8-39 (text in Japanese+English)
‘Steven Holl a Helsinki: Kiasma Museum’ / article by Maria Giulia Zunino in  *Abitare* no.376  September 1998  p.168-175  (text in Italian+English)

‘In the Kiasma Museum of Contemporary Art, Steven Holl creates a dramatic embrace of Helsinki’s treasured architectural legacy’ / article by Karen D Stein in  *Architectural Record*, 186 (8) August 1998 / p.86-99


‘Iconic Kiasma’ / article by Annette LeCuyer  (Steven Holl’s Kiasma Museum of Contemporary Art in Helsinki) in  *Architectural Review*, 204 (1218) August 1998 / p.46-53

‘Steven Holl [interview]’ / article by Steven Holl and Stanley Collyer in  *Competitions*, 8 (2) Summer 1998 / p.54-61


‘Konstruktion des Raumes = Constructing space’ / article by S Marpillero  (uses the Museum of Contemporary Art, under construction in Helsinki, to demonstrate Steven Holl’s construction practices and to discuss “strategies of representation””) in  *Daidalos* no.67  March 1998 / p.18-25  (text in German+English)

‘Steven Holl: residence, Old Westbury, New York, USA’ in  *GA Houses* no.55  March 1998 / p.68-71 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Steven Holl: two projects – St Ignatius Chapel,University of Washington, Seattle; and Knut Hamsun Museum, Norway’ in  *El Croquis* no.88/89 1998 / p.212-241  (text in Spanish+English)

‘Kiasma: Steven Holl’ (art museum in Helsinki)
in **Quaderns d’Arquitectura i Urbanisme (220)** 1998 / p.14-23 (text in Catalan+English)

‘Kiasma: Museum of Contemporary Art, Helsinki; Architect: Steven Holl’
in **Living Architecture (16)** 1998 / p.88-107

‘Chapel of St Ignatius, Seattle University, Washington, USA; Architect: Steven Holl’ / article by Haig Beck, Jackie Cooper, Steven Holl
in **UME no.8** 1998 / p.36-41

1997/1998
‘Water as a phenomenal lens’ article by Steven Holl and Yehuda Safran

1997
‘Steven Holl: Chapel of St Ignatius, Seattle University, Seattle, Washington, USA’
in **GA Document no.53** December 1997 / p.36-51 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Chapel of St Ignatius, Seattle University, Seattle, Washington, USA’ / article by Yehuda Safran
in **Domus** (796) September 1997 / p.18-27 (text in Italian+English)

‘In the details: the construction of St Ignatius’ / article by P Cohan, A Summers, K Wolken
in **Arcade, 15 (4)** Summer 1997 / p.15-19

‘Texts by Steven Holl: ’Twofold meaning’, Within the city: phenomena of relations’, ‘Anchoring’, and ‘Intertwining’
in **Kenchiku Bunka, 52 (610)** August 1997 / p.113-146 (text in Japanese)

‘5 most recent projects by Steven Holl: Museum of the City, Cassino, Italy (1996); Nursing & Biomedical Sciences Building, Texas, Houston (1996); Sarphatistraat Offices, Amsterdam (1996-98); Knut Hamsun Museum, Norway (1996); and Museum of Contemporary Art, Helsinki, Finland (1992-98)’
in **Kenchiku Bunka, 52 (610)** August 1997 / p.73-112 (text in Japanese+English)
‘Congregation of light’ / article by Annette LeCuyer (the Chapel of St Ignatius at Seattle University, designed by Steven Holl)

‘What is sacred space? Steven Holl’s Chapel of St Ignatius answers with texture, light and color’ / article by Sheri Olson
in Architectural Record, 185 (7) July 1997 / p.40-53

‘Steven Holl: Knut Hamsun Museum’
in GA Document no.51 April 1997 / p.36-39 (text in Japanese+English)

‘Steven Holl: ristrutturazione e ampliamento del Cranbrook Institute of Science’
in Casabella, 61 (644) April 1997 / p.28-35 (text in Italian+English)

‘Steven Holl: two projects – Chapel of St Ignatius, Seattle University; and Museum of the City, Cassino, Italy’

‘Project diary: Steven Holl’s Makuhari housing complex [Chiba, Japan]’ / article by Karen D Stein
in Architectural Record, 185 (1) January 1997 / p.64-77

1996
‘A conversation with Steven Holl [interview]’ / article by Alejandro Zaera Polo and Steven Holl (reprinted from El Croquis, no.78 (1996))
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